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Enabling creator economy in predictions/gaming space by providing the
tech-stack allowing users to easily create “Virtual floors (VFs)” denoting
any prediction market or gaming.
Remove the role of centralized parties in prediction markets and
gaming (e.g., casinos and bookies) allowing users to create their VFs in
a no-risk, player-only, pooled setup.
Create fair gaming by delivering unprecedented risk-reward paradigm
to the participants of the VFs
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Project profile
DoubleDice is a non-custodial pooled prediction markets protocol-as-a-service. Users utilize the plug-and play turnkey
tech-stack to own, promote and run pooled prediction markets or gaming rooms. To gain access to this utility they stake
the native token $DODI (listed on UniSwap and BitMart as of March 2022). Players can make predictions within the
“Virtual Floors” (e.g., sports, card games, casino games, dice games, political outcomes, etc.) in a “player only”
environment without going against a house or casino.
DoubleDice makes money in the form of technology provision fees for enabling the pooled betting between players.
DoubleDice simply provides the technology stack including the smart contract and decentralized databases. It does not
create any products, rooms, bets where players engage.
Part of the Constellation and Lattice ecosystem. DoubleDice is part of the Constellation ecosystem that hosts numerous
projects and prestigious partners including the US Department of Defense. Projects have raised more than $20m and
listed on leading CEXs (KuCoin, Gate, etc.). This gives DoubleDice access to a cumulative community of over 50’000
members and leading influencers.
The DoubleDice token (DODI) gives its holders the utility derived from the multi-party settlement protocols and
proprietary algorithms for true-probability-based risk-reward algorithms that govern the payouts. This primary utility is
extracted through staking mechanisms (akin to a virtual node) made available to the community as seen on
token.doubledice.com. A secondary staking program, denoted or Lazyool, is also available to DODI holders where they
can participate in virtual service provision for the virtual node owners thereby allowing them to earn a portion of the
node fees (charged as a % of the pooled prediction markets).

No house. Just players.
At DoubleDice all games are between players and players alone. Players bet on one or more of the possible outcomes for
any game and all the monies bet by all players are collated and ring-fenced in smart contracts. When the outcome of the
game is known, the system automatically distributes the pool to the winning players weighed by risk-reward parameters.
No risk platform provision – Advantage bet/game creators
The users of the platform create the rooms/games/markets. Playing the house opens you up to possible unfavorable
pay-outs + need to inject liquidity. DoubleDice pooled environment = zero exposure to unfavorable betting/gaming
outcomes + no need to inject liquidity.
The bet/room owners make money as a % they charge from the monies placed in their bets/rooms. This is their fees for
bringing the players together and for buying and staking the DODI tokens that allow them to open their bets/rooms.
True odds, better returns, and complete transparency – Advantage players
Pooled gaming gives players true odds & better returns. For example, players will not be limited to getting 35x on a
correct Roulette number; and never will they need to play one poker hand at a time. DoubleDice will, in a first ever,
bring true-probability-based risk-reward to the predictions and gaming market. See details in main document.
The decentralized tech stack ensures complete transparency, always.
Moreover, DoubleDice will also bring to market tradable betting receipts (NFTs) that allow for secondary liquidity for
bets that have a relatively longer time-horizon.
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“The global hub and backbone for non-custodial pooled decentralized gaming
for all card, casino, sports, dice, political games and betting”
DoubleDice is a non-custodial decentralized pooled Gaming (GameFi) platform that eliminates the
role of centralized games providers and the entire value-chain around it; while delivering
significant new unprecedented benefits to the players and bet/room owners who create the
bets/rooms.
DoubleDice gives the players an extremely cost-efficient, transparent, and easy to use platform,
while preserving total privacy of the users and delivering the much missed socially engaging
experience.
For the bet/room owners, the no-house casino methodology delivers the best in class returns to
the players by eliminating the capped rewards that players get on their bets by using the pooled
betting setup true-probability based risk-reward.
This enables DoubleDice to lure away a lot of players from today’s unfair and untransparent
centralized Gaming platforms as well as expand the potential Gaming market demographic by
addressing key pain-points that today keep most of the global population out of the Gaming
market, valued at over $250 billion p.a.

DoubleDice deploys patented multi-party settlement mechanisms and proprietary algorithms to
create a multi-party Gaming environment where multiple market participants enter a single smart
contract (creating the trust layer) instead of multiple traditional one-to-one contracts with a
centralized Gaming platform.
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Today’s Gaming industry, valued at $250 billion p.a., has grown in scale and complexity;
however, it has largely remained the same system that was created centuries ago. There have
been technological advancements and marginal improvements in the last 20 years with advent of
new technologies, but it remains the same at its most fundamental basis.
The hub and spoke methodology of Gaming market and the one-to-one nature of where every
individual players goes against one opposing party remains the defining characteristic of this
industry.
What are traditional Gaming possibilities?
The exciting Gaming world is made up of many different possibilities where a player that’s feeling
lucky can try to make some money. The online casino and bookie operations have expanded
continuously to provide the players a wide choice including card games (Blackjack, Poker, etc.),
casino games (slots, roulette, craps, etc.), dice games (e.g. Yahtzee), sports betting, political
outcomes betting, bingo, etc.
What is the role of the “house” or the casino/bookie?
These games are run and provided by casinos and platforms (The “hub”) and are played by
individual players (The “spokes”).
Take a game of roulette for example. Each bet by a player is a contract between the house and
the player (or the hub and the spoke). In each game, for every bet, the house enters into multiple
such betting contracts with each player. In doing so, the house is always the counterparty that
pays these players/players when they are right; but also take away all the money when the player
is wrong.
How does the “house” make money?
The house makes money in a few different ways within the actual gameplay:
1. Rake fees;
2. Sitting fees;
3. No-win looting; and
4. The edge (difference between true-probability-based odds and casino/house odds).
Rake fees are the straightforward percentage of pot that a house makes. Let’s say that you
play a game of poker. For each game the house will take a fixed percentage of the total pot that
the users contribute to. These are as high as 20 to 25% in some cases and absolutely unfair for
the players.
Sitting fees are a different way of positioning the rake fees. In a scenario where a house is
running a tournament for any of their games, they simply calculate backwards the total pot
available or the prize money and take a percentage of that from each user.
The no-win looting is a shocking tactic that the players of today have to deal with. Look at the
scenario where in a game of roulette, the players are putting money on all possible variations. In
the event that no one gets it right, the casino or the house simply takes away all the money bet.
On the other hand the winnings in the same game of roulette are capped for any user with predetermined multiples e.g. 35x for a correct number (whereas true probability wise it should be
36x/37x). The rewards for a correct bet are never based on true-probability and the risk-reward
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that should actually be reflected in those odds. This difference between the true-probabilitybased odds and the casino odds are called the Edge.
Similar edge in odds occurs in sports betting, wherein the bookies or odds-makers brilliantly
quantify statistics and translate them into odds that always give them an edge or anywhere
between 2% to 10%.

Advantage of Crowd Wisdom to Betting houses
In a sports betting or political outcome scenario the player is always one or more steps behind the
odds-makers. The reason is not just the highly disciplined and quantified approach of the oddsmakers, it’s the additional fact that the bookies have visibility of the bets being placed by the
players in real-time. This collective visibility of hundreds and thousands of bets coming in for
any game/event is visualized by the odds-makers and is used to further their advantage over
the individual players that have no visibility of this collective crowd wisdom.
What the “houses” have is the crowd wisdom that is generated by them selling the hundreds and
thousands of bets to the hundreds and thousands of players/players. Imagine you suddenly
knowing what a thousand players/players are predicting. Suddenly, you have a wealth of new
information that you did not previously have, which you can put to good use and gain an equal
footing.
It is this combination of access to crowd wisdom and structured risk management that is used to
influence the players/players and the bets they make, thereby helping the centralized Gaming
houses make even more money. For example, if they see a lot of players/players favouring one
team over the other, they will incentivize players with better odds on the other team, to balance
their risk exposure.
No real innovation
In the last 20 years or so we have seen the introduction of live-dealer casinos, mobile-gaming,
use of Virtual Reality or Augmented Reality as well as accepting cryptocurrencies for traditional
Gaming environments.
These marginal innovations being brought to the players by the Gaming industry, however, do not
bring about the fundamental change to address the current shortcomings or to make Gaming a
more informed, engaging, and fairer experience.
Summary
Research tells us that most players/players lose money on a regular basis, and the house
always turn out a profit from their Gaming operations. Unless the player achieves a rate of
return higher than the rake % in any given game, he will eventually lose all the money.
The players are genuinely missing real innovation in the Gaming space and would love to have a
more socially engaging as well as informed environment to indulge themselves.
Given all the unfair bias that goes into the current Gaming setup the players need a fair and
transparent alternative where they are only up against other players without a house having
an advantage; and where their risk-reward is not capped by arbitrary odds placed by the
house.
Players are yearning for something new, something more engaging and more honest.
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Based on almost a decade spent in understanding the Gaming industry, how it works, what it
offers to the players/players, and what the short-comings of the traditional setup are; we can
create a crisp summary of the key player pain-points as they navigate through the classical
system.

The three key player pain-points can be summarised as below. These apply to current
players/players, ex-players/players as well as the ones that continue to stay out of the Gaming
market space:

The key pain points of a centralized Gaming house can be summarised as below:
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The DoubleDice strategy is based on our vision of creating an entirely new world of Gaming, a
parallel universe if you wish, that addresses all the pain-points of the players/players, improves
on the transparency and immutability of the system and delivers massive operational gains, all at
the same time.
Looking at the technologies that are available to us today and the amount of interconnectivity
between the people and players/players, Gaming can and should be completely different.
DoubleDice has re-imagined the Gaming industry from the ground-up from every aspect.
The strategy, hence, focuses on:
1. Addressing/solving the pain-points seen today from both the player’s perspective; and
2. removing the inefficiencies and counterparty risks seen from a house perspective; while
3. giving the players a much more engaging experience through a different take on the games
they already know and love; and
4. bringing the creator economy to the gaming space by allowing the token-holders to create
their own bets and games and earn from it.
The primary strategic objective is to meet the unmet demands of a growing demographic
around the world that needs a different product to engage for their Gaming/betting needs. To
that end, our product strategy has circled around the four key aspects of:
-

-

-

Making Gaming/betting socially immersive as the newer generations seek social ways of
doing everything. An increasing demographic has grown up using platforms that make
them socially active and include and immerse them socially in any and every aspect of their
life. By providing access to the collective crowd wisdom in real-time and allowing the users
to be a part of the Gaming/betting process in that social environment, DoubleDice will
create the world’s first social Gaming/betting platform.
True-probability-based odds vs capped casino/house odds will usher in a new era of fairest
risk-reward in the industry. This has been a long awaited and often complained about
aspect of the current setup.
Eliminating the “house” that enters one on one betting contracts with thousands of
individual users. This is an increasing demand from the people as they rather have peopleonly markets instead of dealing with a centralized “house”.

The secondary strategic objective is to eliminate the pain-points and shortcomings from a
Gaming provider perspective, which will serve the bet/room owners:
-

-

Eliminating the cut-throat red-ocean competitiveness: By addressing and solving the painpoints faces by today’s players and players, DoubleDice will have a clear differentiation in
its product and promise on offer to all users. This will allow DoubleDice to swiftly rise up
above the competition as users begin to understand the benefits they are getting in terms
of fairness, honesty, transparency and unbiased game provision.
Eliminating the counterparty risk: Since the funds committed by all the players/players are
ring-fenced in the smart contract, no player can withdraw or change their position once
they have entered into the contract. The smart contract carries out automated settlements
based on the configured risk-reward parameters for direct redistribution of the amounts
bet by all the users. This ensures that DoubleDice has no Counterparty risk whatsoever.
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-

The funds come from the players/players who get it wrong, and they go to the
players/players who get it right.
Eliminating the need for large overheads: DoubleDice utilises the best of the smart
contracts and blockchain technologies combined with astute mathematics to automate the
entire bet/game creation process following the creation of the contract.

Both these strategic objectives (as above) are finally wrapped into an innovative pallet of
games and avenues that are already well understood by the market but with a different take.
A much more engaging experience for all games they know, and love will ensure that the users
are not only coming to DoubleDice for the tangible benefits as laid out, but also for the much more
engaging experience that they will have. A different take on the games they know and love for
long will make DoubleDice high compelling.

The Long-term strategic evolution of DoubleDice
Once our users understand the benefits of what we are providing and are familiar with the way
the platform and pay-outs work, DoubleDice will deliver on its innovation strategy and
roadmap that sets out on a number of innovations that will be seen as a natural progression for
the DoubleDice users.
DoubleDice long term product innovation strategy is to continue to provide best in class and
innovative products to the users in the gaming/Gaming/betting space. The DoubleDice platform
has further plans to introduce products to its platform such as:
•

DoubleDice will bring to market tradable betting receipts that allow for secondary liquidity
in sports betting and political outcome betting, which generally have longer time-horizons
as compared to casino and card games.

•

DoubleDice will deploy a social layer with user profiles, gamified personas and collectibles
(NFTs), betting leagues, live chats and more.

•

DoubleDice will allow players to allocate monies to better players and create a “followplayer” option; wherein statistically proven players can gamble on behalf of other players if
they choose to do so in return for a share of profits.
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Overview
It is important to understand Virtual Floors (“VF”) from the outset. Every multiparty
Gaming/gaming (smart) contract is called a VF. DoubleDice core engine is based on the smart
contracts that include multi-party settlement mechanism and proprietary true-probability-based
risk-reward algorithms (the “Platform”) to enable the Platform.

Summarised description of a VF
A VF could be a poker table, a roulette table, sports betting for one specific event, a specific
political race, etc.
On the platform, the user is able to navigate the DoubleDice platform and select a VF that they
wish to participate in.
Each VF has a bunch of pre-set possible outcomes for the game/event it refers to. For example, user
bets on one or more hand(s) on a poker table, or picks a number or columns on the roulette table,
or selects the winning team and goal difference in a football derby, etc.
The user bets money one one or more of these pre-set options, which will cover all possible
outcomes for the given game/event. These options are set in a manner that only one of the
outcomes would be correct.
Once the user has committed funds into a VF they are provided with a betting receipt. This
essentially assures the user of the transaction they have committed to by giving details of their bet
(i.e. date/time, VF details, risk-reward multiple etc).
The VF will continue to run and accept bets from other participants until the VF close period has
reached. All commitments will add up to provide us with the Total Bet Funds (TBF). When the VF
reaches its resolve time (end of game/event) the pay-outs will be finalised.
The detailed description of VFs can be found in the section below.
Detailed description of the Virtual Floor
The DoubleDice Virtual Floor is a ring-fenced “floor” dedicated to a single game/event, or in other
words a single smart contract for all the contract participants/players. Any given underlying event
has different outcomes at different points in time. Participants bet on future Events with an
unknown outcome. The collective bets of participants for a specific event combined together with
the financial values they attribute to such game is the total pooled value generated by a VF
across all outcome options for that specific game/event.
Instead of multiple users placing individual bets on outcomes against a central “house”, the
Company’s VFs will allow these same multiple users to enter a common Smart Contract, where
they can predict the outcome of the chosen VF, commit funds to those bets and receive an
automated settlement between the said participants directly; thereby exchanging value between
themselves instead of having a centralised “house” play the role of information arbitrage or value
redistribution.
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In practical terms, the participants in a VF, will choose one or more of the predetermined
outcomes where they believe the game/event could be at the end and commit the level of funds of
their choice. All these committed funds, known also as the Total Bet Funds (TBF), are ring-fenced
and held within the Smart Contract until maturity.
When the game or the round within the game ends, the TBF are then used in a zero-sum
redistribution methodology and further based on the patented multi-party settlement mechanism
utilising the true-probability-bases risk-reward multiple for values to be directly settled amongst
the VF participants.
The true-probability-based risk-reward multiplier is referred to at DoubleDice simply as the
Beta-multiplier (where Beta is a traditional Greek for measurement of risk). Every single bet has
its own true-probability of being a winning bet. The winning bet eventually has the probability of
1, or 100%. However, during the game, or multiple rounds of the same game, this probability of a
certain option eventually being the correct winning option can change drastically. Hence, to give
the players the fairest risk-reward, each bet is assigned its very own Beta-multiplier within the VF
based on its chance of being a winning option/outcome. For example, 6 hands on a poker table
will have their chances of winning change continuously until all cards uncovered.
Higher risk translates to a higher relative return for the players.
The Business model
Please note that DoubleDice does not create or participate in any of the VFs.
The technology stack including smart contracts and decentralized databases are provided to the
players and bet/room owners on as is basis and no fees are charged for it.
In the future, however, there may be a fee to cover the costs of providing the platform, its
technologies, and access to the multi-party settlement mechanism and KVOTA to its users and
clients. This could be in form of a percentage of the total bets or gas fees.
Special promotions can be held from time to time beyond the core business model
Patent
DoubleDice has the Patent granted for use in gaming space by the inventor. The patent was
secured for the multi-party settlement mechanism in April 2011 from the United States Patent
and Trademark Office (USPTO). It remains in force until 2032.
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The platform has been meticulously created to ensure the best possible user experience for
clients. We have designed the platform to only contain the most necessary information in order
for the user to easily gamble with confidence and have ensured to use industry best practice
techniques by having it all professionally created by UI/UX experts.
Self-sovereignty, No KYC/AML, Non-custodial by design
Players will be able to link their existing wallets to the platform and if they choose to do so
transfer funds from their wallets to the state channel environment. This state-channel
environment will serve as a User account but will always be under the users control for
withdrawal, deposits, etc. without any limitations.
Transaction history view
A detailed transaction history view will be provided to the platform users for their reference with
direct links for each transaction to be traced either on-chain (e.g., Etherscan) or within their
platform user account (e.g. betting receipts).
Unique and differentiated UI and UX for each of the games they know and love
DoubleDice will invest in best of class and differentiated UI and UX for games familiar to the
users. For example for Poker the interface would look like below:

Note that the player doesn’t have a “hand” to play. He sees all hands. He sees the distribution
of funds across the hands on the table. He sees the %-probability that each hand has of winning
at each round within the game. With these information sets, he bets on one or more (or all if he
likes) of the hands available. He can double down, change the bet, etc. within the different
rounds. At River final bets are taken in. At turn the game is decided and the funds are distributed
amongst the players.
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In terms of regulatory appraisal, it is best to view DoubleDice as a tech stack provider for pooled
prediction markets. Either predicting a sport game outcome or a roll of dice, you do so in a pooled
no-house setup. Note that unregulated does not mean illegal. It simply implies the regulations do
not exist or do not apply to the business due to the specifics of technologies, business models, etc.
DoubleDice will be operating in the crypto for crypto decentralized gaming space and hence will
not pursue a regulatory license to carry out its business. Using decentralized crypto currencies in
betting/gaming is not the same as using nationalized fiat currencies, since the crypto is not
regarded as legal tender in most countries (except one South American country perhaps). Trading
in, buying and using crypto currencies is not treated the same as using fiat currencies.
The centralized casinos and houses need a regulatory license to provide to the users that they do
not manipulate the outcomes of the bets/games on their platform since all bets are placed by
individual players against the centralized house. The regulators ascertain that the centralized
house proves to them that it does not benefit at the expense of manipulating the outcomes to favor
the house.
At DoubleDice, there is never a house. Regardless of players betting on sports, political races, or
playing card games or games of chance; it is ALWAYS a decentralized pooled scenario. There is no
house that needs to prove that it is manipulating the outcome in its own favor.
Moreover, instead of placing the trust in the centralized casinos and houses because the regulators
are overseeing them, in decentralized betting/gaming the trust is placed in the code and completely
transparent and immutable public ledgers of all bets and returns/rewards.
The centralized houses and casinos also must prove to the regulators that they will not misuse or
run away with the deposits made by the players. At DoubleDice, the users will always be the safe
keepers of their own private keys. Users will be able to simply connect their wallet for betting or
transfer part of their wallet holdings to the DoubleDice state channel environment for their gaming
needs and transfer it back out as they wish. DoubleDice never holds any player monies.
Additionally, the centralized casinos and houses must provide mechanisms to handle user
complaints. At DoubleDice, this will be handled via Game theory principles wherein the owners will
submit the outcomes for their bets, which 51% or more players need to accept for the bets to be
concluded. Repeated malicious behavior will be penalized and good behavior will earn better
ratings, which players can rely on in choosing the bets/games they want to play.
The users will not need to go through KYC/AML since DoubleDice will be operating in the
unregulated space. From our current understanding “crypto for crypto” space is unregulated and
hence in the first instance we will not be going for a regulated platform. When in doubt search for
top crypto casinos or top crypto sports betting sites (note that these are centralized) to see how
they operate and how your jurisdiction deals with them. Always do your own research.
As a contingency or an additional alternative, DoubleDice may look to secure a Gaming license from
the Isle of Man. This could be done to secure a parallel revenue stream beyond the decentralized
gaming approach, to be able to serve more than 50% of the global population with a single license
in a secure and regulated manner. In our experience it would take 4 months to obtain this license,
should we choose to do so. A decision on this will be made in Q1 2022.
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The key differentiating factor for DoubleDice is also the fact that we will be able to offer multiparty
Gaming on ALL games and events where we can define a finite amount of pre-set outcomes.
This is unprecedented in the blockchain space and should be very well received by players/players
across the divide, be it from the traditional space or the crypto space.
DoubleDice will offer multiparty Gaming a wide choice including card games (Blackjack, Poker,
etc.), casino games (slots, roulette, craps, etc.), dice games (e.g. Yahtzee), sports betting,
political outcomes betting, bingo, etc.
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Overview

The DoubleDice smart contracts and tech-stack has been built from scratch with the principle of
open-development in mind. Any users that hold a certain amount of tokens, will be able to extract
the utilities from the smart contracts and tech-stack and deploy the various products that they
would like to bring to life. DoubleDice provides a solid, sustainable, reliable, secure and always
on-chain protocol for the community to build its products on. DoubleDice never creates its own
products.
The DoubleDice infrastructure is built upon the following foundations:
• Polygon main-net and smart contracts.
• Every VF and every bet on that VF is stored on-chain, fully transparent, inspectable and
traceable
• User-facing applications deployed to decentralized system of storage servers based on
censorship-resistant IPFS protocol
• Where possible and not part of our core business logic we rely on 3 party service and
technical oversight providers
rd

Overall architecture diagram
This systems architecture diagram shows how system integrations across layers allow data to
flow between the different modules, application services and the end users.
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Blockchain related technology stack
The blockchain related technology stack of DoubleDice includes the following:
•

•

•

Solidity: is a programming language used to develop Ethereum smart contracts and it is
the most mature and battle tested programming language for developing smart
contracts
TheGraph: smart contract events indexing protocol, effectively being our decentralized
back-end that allow easily to display all the activities that are happening within the
smart contracts in the user interface
IPFS: decentralized file system, this is where we store all the image files provided by the
users during the VF creation process.

Smart Contracts and Customer security
The Smart Contracts are the single most important element of the Platform operations. It includes
every step from user VF engagement to the final settlement at Event Outcome Time. Cumulatively
the Smart Contracts have thousands of lines of code that will automate and execute the
operations of the Company in a secure, transparent, and safe environment for all stakeholders.
Our smart contracts also understand the rules of the VF and will hold payments based on the
outcome of the VF that is presented to them (the pooled funds redistribution process). This is
where the users transact within the VFs. All transactions/commitments/trades are broadcast to
the Polygon network directly by the user, without any intermediary or centralized party in
between. Polygon blockchain generates new blocks in roughly 2-4s intervals, so every made
commitment will be confirmed and irreversible by the blockchain network within this timeframe.
All user transactions are recorded and stored on the blockchain for anyone to view at any time in
the future. This way users can be assured that if they have any dispute, they can themselves
investigate the transactions for their own piece of mind.
Non-custodial, decentralized, immutable, and secure by design
While the most relevant security elements have been covered in specific sections above, here we
summarize the elements that reflect our general approach to security.
•

•

•

We use technology in such a way that it promotes the highest standard of security and
customer protection. Consequently, DoubleDice has no access nor possibility to gain
access to users assets;
Users remain in complete control of their Stable coins and any other asset and can
always withdraw all of their assets directly from the smart contract, once the result of
the VF is established;
The payout calculation algorithm is designed to be publicly provable using smart
contracts.

Undisputable randomness – certified RNGs
Since DoubleDice makes money from technology provision fees between the players (without
anyone performing the role of the “house” or a centralized broker) it has no interest in any specific
outcomes as against another. Plus, the use of certified RNGs ensures that players are confident in
the true randomness and no bias in the games they play.
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DoubleDice will not be pre-loading the RNG output to smart contracts (this is a key issue for most
DeGa aspirants). Any smart contracts or other related repositories of RNG script outputs could be
a deterrent for true fairness if a hacker has means of seeing the RNG repository in advance of the
game(s) being played. To avoid this situation, DoubleDice would allow only for real-time RNG
scripts running the RNG based games such as poker, blackjack, roulette, etc.
Our smart contracts infrastructure would allow for VF-creators to choose among many different
RNG mechanisms, one of them being ChainLink VRF ( https://docs.chain.link/docs/chainlink-vrf/ ).
Data-feed integration – The Oracle
Oracle is a service that on one hand can reach out to external data feed providers and gather the
data feed results, and on the other hand is able to offer these data results directly to the smart
contracts on the blockchain. The Oracle should be seen as an automation script that fetches the
data from the data provider for the specific underlying event/asset at a specific point in time and
feeds the smart contract. Due to the large variety of topics the pooled predictions markets (Virtual
floors) can be set up we lack data providers that can provide a cryptographically signed value for
all possible topics/events.
Instead, the game-theory based mechanisms are put in place to drive the correct human
behaviour. See below the resolution flow-chart.
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